PACS numbers: 71.38.+ i, 72.15.Nj, 72.80 .Le Charged kink solitons (S) can be generated in trans-(CH) "either by doping or by photoexcitation. Dynamical studies" of the SSH model' have shown that a photogenerated electron-hole pair evolves into a charged soliton-antisoliton (SS) pair. Photoinduced absorption experiments have indeed shown features similar to those seen in the absorption of doped samples. ' ' A "midgap" absorption at -0.5 eV appears, similar to the doping-induced absorption at -0.6-0. 7 1 ). For $, =7a, we find v"=2. 7v"while for a system with (, =2.75a, we obtain v =0. 6v, . In- Fig. 2 we present the results of a dynamical simulation on a 98-atom chain with periodic boundary conditions and $0 = 2.75a. The coupling of the moving solitons to the acoustic phonons results in a local contraction of the lattice constant around the solitons' centers. The actual ion displacement at site n is of the form u"=(-1)" u" +nba, where % is the change in the lattice constant and the (slowly varying) u"represents the dimerization pattern relative to the local lattice constant. Hence in Fig. 2 we plot r"=g+-1)"[2u"
-u"+, -u", j and s"=«I2u"+u"+, -+u", ], so that r"=u"ands"=nba. As 
